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currently employ a structure that allows them to modify production on a weekly basis to reflect the latest
market data. Similarly, internal legal policies allow the company to uphold its operation in a set manner.
Conclusion Marketing plan plays a key role in business management. My name is Daniel Smith. Inventory 36!
Strategic plan of marketing helps to realize the strategic side of the market. We have to take specific measures
in order to deliver this product to the right group of costumers at not only the right price, but at the right place
and time. This also helps to analyze the high quality and excellent service of the customer. The same way a
movie studio goes through the procedure of production, an e-commerce business requires a content marketing
plan Weaknesses C. Some non-financial market metrics can be used to measure the success of a business. The
marketing plan can function from two points: strategy and tactics P. A marketing mix consists of several
tactics used to promote your business. In the first year, our profits will be low, due to low sales and high
distribution, inventory, marketing and advertising and sales expenses. First the market plan defines the
purpose of the specific plan, which is then followed by specific and clear directions of putting the plans in
place Ferrell, Mason, Ohio: Cengage Learning. Situation Analysis Blaze Mountain travels and Tours has been
operating for several years now. A marketing plan can be defined as a business document which is written
with the aim of describing the market position of the business and its marketing strategy for a given time in the
marketing plan. These can be achieved through evaluating the competitors experience in business, purchasing
power, market position, strength predictability and the freedom to abandon the market. Although marketing
planning would appear to be a simple and step-by-step process, in reality it is not. The first objective is to keep
on maintaining, positive and steady growth of our business activities. Pride, W. All Rights Reserved. All the
key essential factors provide and help to understand the whole business and focuses on benefits that will be get
from the products and services, communicate these benefits to the consumers and also define the different
paths through which the company positioned them in the competitive market. The marketing plan covers a
period of one to five years. Marketing essentially, is all about finding the right people that you need to
persuade to spend their money to purchase what you are selling, whether it is a product or a service, and the
end goal is to make a profit. Target audience: This element provides information about the target market and
customers. Break-even analysis determines the point at which revenue received equals the costs associated
with receiving the revenue. This also applies to the public sector. Tables and graphs can be used to show the
pricing trends and decisions of different products of a company. A marketing process can be realized by the
marketing mix, which is outlined in step 4. Marketing planning is usually a continuous process which
responds to changing market conditions. The company is almost at the point of going international just a few
more kinks to work out and we will be global. The marketing plan describes the advertising efforts for the
coming years, and it includes a statement of the situation of marketing, the discussions of markets targeted, the
position of the company and the description of plans which intend to be used to reach marketing goals
McDonald, The design and development of the product, marketing the product and implementing processes to
produce it all incur costs even before the product can be produced and sold to customers. However it is vital to
understand what marketing planning is. Our purpose is to make you feel as much like family as your own. A
well defined marketing plan is the foundation of a well-written marketing plan. Where are we now? James
Quinn succinctly defined objectives in general as: "Goals state 'what ' is to be achieved and 'when ' results are
to be accomplished, but they do not state 'how ' the results are to be achieved. Benefits: In the above section
the paper clearly discussed and focused on the importance of the all key elements of marketing plan that
indicate for success of any marketing plan required structured and step by step process. On the other hand,
external audit focuses on the outside environment in response to its effect on the plan.

